
Celebrating the PHSC 25th Birthday…

There couldn’t be a more impressive way to
celebrate our PHSC 25th Anniversary than
to be hosted with a birthday party by Kodak
Canada at their head office in Toronto. A
splendid time was had by all from the
moment we were greeted in the bustling
lobby to have our portrait digitally
recorded in an old studio-camera setting.
Then it was on to the Canadian Kodak
Heritage Collection, a newly developed
display of cameras and items produced at
Kodak Heights.

A buffet was served, then guests min-
gled in the main auditorium to preview the
entries to the PHSC Antique Camera Photo
contest. A wide variety of printing tech-
niques augmented the results of artistic tal-
ent. It was most interesting to see the cam-
eras (photos) used to produce the entered
photographs. A special exhibit was also
mounted showing unique cameras built or
restored by members of the society.

Our evening was to reminisce the 25
years of the society. Speakers included
Bonnie Chapman and Bruce Horsburgh  of
Kodak Canada who pointed out the synergy
between the PHSC and Kodak who are cel-
ebrating their 100th Anniversary and look-
ing to the future. Larry Boccioletti, most
appropriately dressed in tux and top hat,
recounted with slides the early days of the
PHSC. Current President Michael Oesch
talked about our arrival to the present and of
our plans for the future. Two videos were
shown: Kodak’s 100 Years in Canada and
The PHSC 25 Years. Then it was on to the
draw for some wonderful door prizes, com-
pliments of Kodak Canada, and the cutting
of a five foot birthday cake.

The PHSC would like to sincerely
thank the staff of Kodak Canada for their
kind thoughts in mounting this celebration
to mark our 25th Anniversary birthday.  ❧

Photos show: The cutting of a five foot cake put in
order by Bonnie Chapman, Michael Oesch, Bruce
Horsburgh and Larry Boccioletti;  Audience
watched presentations in Kodak auditorium; Willie
Nassau, Allisen and Bill Belier discuss digital cam-
eras; The winner of a numbered special-edition
book of platinum prints called “Hans & Ingeborg”
by Tony Hauser; Gerry Loban, Mike Robinson, Ivor
Gottschalk, Fiona Christie discuss daguerreotypes

and an American-style Dag camera newly built by
Mike; Everyone enjoyed a piece of the birthday
cake; Egon Kellner won the T550 Kodak Advantix
camera; Kodak Digital camera installation, operat-
ed by Will Holowka, Helen Hicks and Ken
Humphreys, busily recorded each visitor delivering
finished colour prints in minutes; John Linsky por-
trayed with Century studio camera; Bill Kantymir
and Larry Boccioletti compare hats.

A sweeping view of the recently developed Kodak Canada Heritage Collection brings together much of the cameras and items produced by Kodak Canada
during their 100 years in the Toronto and Kodak Heights locations. The old is mixed with the most modern digital printing papers.           PHOTOS BY R. LANSDALE


